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Video Number

Title/Description

Approximate Running Time

101
Driving Motorcoaches
Unknown
Drivers of motor coaches carry the most valuable cargo: people. This video describes many of the responsibilities of motor
coach drivers. Some of these responsibilities include meeting federal qualifications, customer relations, maintenance of the
vehicle and defensive driving techniques.
102
Driver/Dispatcher Relations
20 minutes
This video addresses driver/dispatcher relations, specifically covering how verbal and non-verbal communication can be used to
work together as a team.
103
Study Guide to the CDL Exam
50 minutes
To get a CDL, you must pass a knowledge test and you may have to pass a skills and/or a road test. This video is designed to
help the driver prepare for the CDL test with the information needed. Also, it is essential he/she study the manual specific to
the state who will be issuing the CDL license.
104
City Driving
20 minutes
City driving is a very critical factor. This video demonstrates how to check vehicles, deliver products safely to their destination,
and most importantly, avoiding accidents and injuries.
105
Night Driving
Unknown
At night, driving on even the most familiar roads can become difficult, even dangerous. This video offers a few safety tips for
night driving.
106
Driving Mountains and Grades
13 minutes
Driving a large vehicle on an upgrade can be quite dangerous. This video shares important points for a safer drive.
107
Driving Defensively
5 minutes
This video reminds us of the dangers we face in our daily routine of driving and offers safety principles, which can protect us.
108
Smith Systems: A Better Way
Unknown
Narrated by actor George Kennedy, this video presents the Smith System of Defensive Driving. The key concepts of this
program include: space for the vehicle, visibility for the driver, and time to make decisions.
109
Five Keys to Safety – Small Vehicles
Better and safer driving of small vehicles is portrayed in this video by using a five-step technique.

15 minutes

110
Five Keys to Safety – Trucks
This video describes a five-step technique that can be used to reinforce truck-driving safety.

15 minutes

111
Your Cushion for Safety Driving
30 minutes
This video explains the five key factors of safe cushion driving. These factors include aim high in steering, get the big picture,
keep your eyes moving, give yourself an out, and make sure others see you.
112
Watch Your Load
5 minutes
Loose items inside a vehicle can become deadly projectiles during an accident or sudden stop. This video illustrates the dangers
of unrestrained cargo.
113
Underground Storage Tanks
30 minutes
This video explains the provisions of federal laws of underground storage tanks, which are administered by the Environmental
Protection Agency. The program overviews the standards associated with flammable liquids and the design of underground
storage tanks.
114
Hazard Perception
15 minutes
Hazard perception is the foundation of defensive driving. This video shows that staying alert while driving will minimize hazards.
115
The Critical Factors: Blowouts
13 minutes
This video is a training tape that will teach drivers to handle a blowout like a competent professional. It explains the steps a
driver should take in the event of a tire's rapid air loss or a blow out.
116
Winter & Adverse Driving Conditions
13 minutes
This is a descriptive video about handling your vehicle in adverse driving conditions, especially winter driving.
117
Winter Driving: The Rules Changed
13 minutes
Never ask your rig to do more than it has the traction to do. This simple idea is the basis for good control in winter. This
program reveals the most effective concepts applied to winter driving.
118
Winter Driving Safety
12 minutes
Prevent winter accidents and injuries with this excellent training video. The program includes actual footage of driving
techniques. Key points of this video include traction and vehicle control, the importance of good visibility, and defensive
driving.
119
What To Do at the Scene of an Accident
20 minutes
This video explains to the driver how to protect the company, the injured, and the scene, in the case of an accident.
120
Driver Attitudes
15 minutes
This video is designed for experienced drivers with a combination of both good and bad driving habits. The program introduces
a variety of "driver types" and the goal is to make the audience aware of the choices drivers make on a daily basis.
121
Good Driving is an Attitude
5 minutes
Driving safely is a conscious effort. This video reminds us that good driving begins with a good attitude.
122
Road Rage and Staying in Control
12 minutes
This is a video relating to aggressive driving and characteristics of road rage. This program also describes some useful tactics,
which may help the driver stay in control while on the road.
123
How to be Safe on the School Bus
Unknown
This program is designed to inform passengers on the precautions they can take to ensure their safety while riding on a school
bus.
124

Protecting Your Child – Danger Zone

12 minutes

The "Danger Zone" is the area ten feet around the school bus where drivers are unable to see or hear children. This video will
teach you how to protect your child in the "Danger Zone."

125
Controlling Slips and Falls
13 minutes
Climbing in and out of the cab can be just as dangerous as driving. This video explains how needless risks can cause injuries as
well as precautionary tips to keep accidents from occurring.
126
The Invisible Killer
5 minutes
Carbon monoxide in the workplace is an invisible killer that strikes without warning. This video explains how to recognize its
symptoms and describes first aid procedures.
127
Charging Up on Battery Safety
5 minutes
Automobile batteries present more danger than you might think. This video outlines battery hazards and reviews the proper
safety procedures for their maintenance.
128
Eye Protection: A New Approach
13 minutes
Several employees face exposure to many types of eye hazards. This video details many of the risk and the protective
equipment necessary for eye protection on the job.
129
Hearing Conservation
12 minutes
This video was created for employees to provide information on how their ears need to be protected to prevent hearing loss.
130
Workers Enemy # 1
5 minutes
Approximately forty percent of all work related injuries involve the back. This video explains how to avoid back injury through a
few common sense practices.
131
A Shock to the System
5 minutes
The shock that accompanies a serious injury can be just as dangerous as the injury itself. This video outlines the symptoms of
shock and reviews the proper treatment.
132
Workers Compensation: Need to Know
6 minutes
This video is designed to help employers educate their employees about workers' compensation rights, benefits, and
procedures.
133
Taking Control: Return to Work
26 minutes
The goal of this video is to help employers in reducing workers' compensation costs and related litigation, improve their returnto-work rates, improve company morale, comply with the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), and limit
the potential for ADA litigation. This video is appropriate for the following audiences: front line supervisors, managers, human
resources professionals, risk managers, safety managers, occupational health nurses and physicians, and claims administrators.
134
Workers Compensation Fraud
20 minutes
This video explains the ways in which physicians and attorneys have participated in committing workers' compensation fraud.
135
Preventing Sexual Harassment
26 minutes
This video reviews the responsibilities of the managers, supervisors and employees in preventing and/or reporting sexual
harassment in the workplace. It also focuses on management's role to be proactive in preventing sexual harassment and
understanding during the investigation of a sexual harassment claim.
136
Substance Abuse: Reasonable Suspicion
15 minutes
This video helps supervisors in identifying substance abuse by employees in the workplace. It explains the physical signs of
substance abuse and explains how performance and behavioral changes may be related to substance abuse. Actual testimonies
from ex-substance abusers on their methods of "hiding the habit" are included. Major drug categories and their specific effects
(including during withdrawal) are also discussed. The importance of early intervention from the individual and the organization
is addressed, as well as recommended techniques on confronting a suspected substance abuser.
137
The First Few Minutes
5 minutes
When an office fire strikes, every second counts. This video emphasizes the importance of proper planning and knowledge of
safety procedures in the event of a fire.

138
Portrait of a Professional Driver
12 minutes
The best way to prevent and overcome hazards is by knowing your job, vehicle and load. This video exemplifies the habits of a
professional driver.
139
ADA: What Every Manager Must Know
22 minutes
This video portrays a manager's struggles and successes as he tries to comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).
The myths and etiquette associated with people with disabilities are also displayed within this program. This humorous, yet
informative presentation outlines the dos and don'ts of interviewing under the ADA.
140
Getting Your Back Into It
This video illustrates how the back functions, in order to help avoid painful and costly injuries

5 minutes

141
Violence in the Workplace
10 minutes
Violence is the second largest cause of deaths in the workplace. This video focuses on defining violence in the workplace,
recognizing complacent attitudes, identifying early warning signs of a person who may become violent, general violence
prevention concepts, and personal safety and security.

SCHOOL BUS DRIVER SERIES – ONE OF TWO
SAFE DRIVING [SERIES 142]
142-A
Driving Techniques
13 minutes
Developing proper driving techniques plays an important role in successfully delivering all your passengers to their destinations
safely. This video includes such topics as defensive driving, grade and railroad crossing, turning, merging, backing up, and
intersections.
142-B
Using Your Mirrors
Unknown
Mirrors allow the driver to be aware of what is happening behind, to the side, as well as inside the vehicle without taking your
eyes of the road for an extended period of time. This video helps the driver become familiar with the types of mirrors in the
vehicle, adjusting the mirrors to be the most effective, and how to deal with blind spots.
142-C
Seeing Hazards
13 minutes
It is very important to be aware of your environment at all times while driving. This video includes valuable information
regarding scanning for hazards, positioning your seats and mirrors, effectively using your mirrors, and restricted vision.
142-D
Defensive Driving
Unknown
Despite the fact that drivers cannot control the conditions of the roads or the actions of other drivers, it is their responsibility to
control their own actions as well as anticipate potential hazards. This video provides drivers with all of the critical elements of
defensive driving and promotes drivers to establish an internal alarm system, which will further enable the driver to
subconsciously drive defensively and anticipate hazards.
142-E
Passenger Safety
13 minutes
Providing a safe environment for your passengers is an extremely important issue. This video reviews safety practices including
entering and exiting the bus, emergency bus evacuations, and setting and managing passenger conduct.
142-F
Emergency Maneuvers
10 minutes
The best way to handle an emergency is to take precautionary measures to prevent its occurrence, which can be accomplished
by recognizing and reacting to hazards. This video informs drivers of the proper responses to an emergency which include
recognizing hazards, formulating an emergency plan, and when necessary, putting that plan into action.
142-G
Accident Procedures
10 minutes
When a crash occurs, it is vital to know exactly what steps need to be taken to ensure the driver's safety and the safety of the
school children aboard. This video is designed to serve as basic training for new drivers and the veteran driver on the
procedures to follow when an accident occurs.

142-H
City Driving
10 minutes
Congested roads, detours, reduced reaction time, cramped spaces, distracted pedestrians, constant stopping & starting----these
are just a few hazards the school bus driver must face when transporting students through city traffic. This video will provide
objectives of handling city traffic.

SCHOOL BUS DRIVER SERIES – TWO OF TWO
DEFENSIVE DRIVING [SERIES 143]
143-A

The Driver Video

Unknown

1. Overview - Presents the topics included in the course.
2. Cushion of Safety - Describes the importance of keeping a cushion of safety around your bus.
3. Situational Driving A. Segment I - Introduces the skills and techniques used in defensive driving in urban areas. B. Segment II Introduces the skills and techniques used in defensive driving on two-lane and multi-lane highways.
4. Special Considerations - Addresses situations including backing up, railroad crossings, field/athletic trips, adverse weather
conditions and driver/student relations.
5. Bus Stop Procedures - Promotes the evaluation of each bus stop situation, alerting other drivers of your intentions, and
students' cooperation with safety procedures.
6. Vehicle Inspection - Thoroughly discusses vehicle inspection procedures.
7. Lift Procedures - Presents the proper lift procedures for students who must be transported in a wheelchair.
143-B
The Passenger Video
Unknown
Although bus rider education is important for students of all grade levels, this video is designed to offer a first-step program for
the riders within the kindergarten to third grade level. The video is designed for use by a safety director, school bus driver,
driver trainer or even a classroom teacher.
143-C
Defensive Driving: Part One
16 minutes
Stressing defensive driving techniques, drivers are shown how to: calculate stopping and safe following distances; use the
turning point of their bus to make safe left and right turns; use multiple mirrors; enter a freeway; and back up safely.
143-D
Defensive Driving: Part Two
11 minutes
This program presents the following defensive driving techniques for common school bus driving situations: driving on hills and
winding roads, safely handling curves, spotting potential hazards on and near the roadway, parking on inclines, crossing railroad
tracks, and driving at night.

MOTORCOACH DRIVER SERIES – ONE OF TWO
SEVEN MODULES [SERIES 144]
144-A
144-B
144-C
144-D
144-E
144-F
144-G

Module One: The Professional Driver
Module Two: Trip Inspection
Module Three: Space Management
Module Four: Passing & Lane Changing
Module Five: Backing Basics
Module Six: Intersection Safety
Module Seven: Pedestrian Awareness

14 minutes
21 minutes
13 minutes
15 minutes
11 minutes
17 minutes
24 minutes

MOTORCOACH DRIVER SERIES – TWO OF TWO
OPERATOR SOLUTIONS [SERIES 145]
145-A
Passenger Service & Safety
10 Minutes
This video is designed to train the new and seasoned driver to provide excellent service & looking to the safety of the
passengers on board. The personal attention to passenger service & safety makes a big difference in your company getting &
keeping a traveler's business.
145-B
Speed & Space Management
10 minutes
Speed Management means adjusting the vehicle's speed to current traffic, weather & road conditions. This means allowing an
adequate safety cushion between you & the vehicles directly in front, behind & to the sides of your coach. This video provides
"what would you do" exercises to help drivers learn speed & space management skills.
145-C
Defensive Driving
10 minutes
Avoiding hazards is entirely up to you. You can't control what others may do. You can't control the condition of the road. There
is one thing you can control, and that is how you drive every minute, every day. The objective of this video is to give drivers
information on recognized good practices & how to anticipate potentially hazardous situations.

SEVEN MINUTE SERIES
EXTREME EDITION
146-A
Extreme Edition: Rain
7 minutes
This program illustrates the four major problems caused by extreme rain conditions: limited visibility, loss of traction,
hydroplaning, and mechanical failures. It also provides guidelines for drivers and presents helpful information about what to do
in each situation through the use of actual footage, as well as interviews with drivers.
146-B
Extreme Edition: Rollover
7 minutes
The main causes of rollovers include: driving too fast on ramps, curves, during tight turns, slippery roads or in windy conditions;
fatigue or falling asleep at the wheel; inattentive driving; or swerving to avoid something in the roadway. This video describes
these causes of rollover accidents as well as the ways in which drivers can prevent falling victim to them.
146-C
Driver Fatigue
7 minutes
This video reveals the effects of fatigue on drivers, the dangers of driving tired, the need for quality sleep, and how to avoid
fatigue while driving.
146-D
Driver’s Daily Log
7 minutes
Driver's logs, as tedious as they seem to be, are intended to be a function of safety. This video illustrates how completing the
log completely on a daily basis makes certain that the driver does not go over the limits of hours of service, thus ensuring that
the drivers receives adequate rest between trips.

VIDEO ORDER FORM
You may submit this video request to Helen Zoppie of our Claims and Loss Control Department via:
Fax:
E-mail:
Mail:

(973) 773-7016
hzoppie@claythomasassoc.com
777 Passaic Avenue, Suite 450, Clifton, New Jersey 07012

VIDEO NUMBER

VIDEO TITLE

A MAXIMUM OF THREE VIDEOS CAN BE LOANED AT ONE TIME

PERSON/COMPANY REQUESTING VIDEO(S):
Company Name:
Person Requesting Video(s):
Mailing Street Address:
Mailing City, State, Zip Code:
Telephone Number:

Please Note: Most videos are in DVD format, but few are available only in VHS format. Videos will be mailed via First Class
USPS the first business day following your request. Should all copies of a requested video be on loan, you will receive the
requested video upon the first to return to our office.

